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Map 1.1. Moscow. CAD. New Elite Buildings. Volume and Structure

Source: Blackwood research and data from open sources

The supply volume in the Moscow elite primary market amounted to approx 160,6 thous. sq. m. of residential
space in 29 residential complexes in July 2010. The largest supply volume (more than 70%) may be observed in
such districts as Khamovniki, Tverskoy, Presnensky and Zamoskvorechie.
Currently, the market experiences supply volume reduction. It is connected with the fact that the sales in
some new buildings are near completion, other new buildings are temporally off sales or planned to enter the
market later. There were no new projects announcements during a month.
The middle of the summer, as it was expected, did not bring any serious changes in the market. The buyers’
activity remains traditionally low. The number of incoming requests to Blackwood for the purchase of apartments
decreased by 4% in July 2010 compared with the previous month.
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Map 1.2. Moscow. CAD. New Elite Buildings. Prices

Source: Blackwood research and data from open sources

In July 2010, the average price for new elite buildings reached $ 17,490 per sq. m. The increase in this month
amounted to 0,1%. The most expensive new buildings in July 2010 were traditionally offered in OstozhenkaPrechistenka ($ 24,350 per sq. m.), Presnensky district ($ 21,600 per sq. m.) and Yakimanka ($ 17,400 per sq.
m.).
The average price in the secondary elite market in July 2010 increased 3,2% and amounted to $ 23,690 per
sq. m. The most expensive apartments are offered in such districts as Tverskoy ($ 26,040 per sq.m.),
Khamovniki ($ 25,200 per sq.m.) and Presnensky ($24,850 per sq.m.). The average price for apartments in
these districts exceeds $ 24,000 per sq. m.
In general it may be stated that the prices in the market are stable. The change in supply pattern and
currency rate fluctuations have still the main impact on average price level. The prices advance in July 2010 was
noticed only on some properties, moreover, it did not exceed 2-3%.
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Map 2.1. Moscow. CAD. Supply volume and structure

Source: Blackwood research and data from open sources

In July 2010 the commercial office space market in Moscow saw the traditional summer lull: the market
remained stable, some large transactions on properties lease were concluded (see the Spreadsheet below), at
the same time the main trends, settled in last months, remained relevant: the further optimization of developers’
portfolios is taking place within the framework of credit debt regulation, the gradual growth of investment activity
is observed.
Thus, in July it was reported about the possible entrance of Sberbank in the “Park-City” project (more than
380 thous. sq.m. of residential space and offices in the area of Kutuzovsky avenue, on the territory of pencils
factory “Sakko and Vancetty” and Badaevsky brewery, PIK group project). It was also reported about the AFK
“System” possible sale of 27,6% of “System-Gals” shares to its main shareholder – “VTB” bank, which already
owns 51,24% of developer’s shares.
Besides, in July there appeared information about DC-development (DON-Story structure) decision to put on
sale its largest operating “A” class BC NordStar Tower (147 thous.sq.m., Begovaya metro station, leased 80%,
the largest tenant – TNK-BP, will occupy approx 40 thous. sq.m.) in order to partially pay off a debt to Sberbank,
which amounts to 20 bln rubles.
Another rather new but predictable trend of the post-crisis office market is the share increase of properties,
which were handed to professional operation – it was reported about two similar cases in July – HSG Zander
company will provide services for technical management and infrastructural operation for some office buildings
of IFK Capital group measuring 22, 546 sq. m. NAI Becar MC achieved Nikolaevsky BC measuring 5,884 sq. m.
in trust management.
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Map 2.2. Moscow. Rental Rates*. Commissioned Properties. Announced Projects

Source: Blackwood research and data from open sources

The price situation in the office real estate market remains stable. The trends for raise of rental rates can be
still observed in the segment of the highest quality properties. There are potential investors in the market, who
consider the possibility of high-quality assets acquisition. Thus, only several large investors consider Nordstar
Tower BC purchase, including, according to some data, Morgan Stanley, which is interested in it within the
framework of the formed real estate fund. Besides, in July, information appeared concerning NPF “Norilsky
Nikel” possible purchase of “A” class BC Marr Plaze (34,5 thous. sq. m., located in Sergey Makeev str.,
developer is Marr Capital, the property is close to completion).
Spreadsheet. Some lease transactions in the office real estate market, July 2010
Buyer/tenant

Property name

Leased Space

Address

Transaction Type

Nycomed

«Fusion_park»

4 747 sq. m

Usacheva str.

Lease (5 years)

JP Morgаn

«White square»

3 046 sq. m

5, Lesnaya str.

Sublease

Uglemetbank

«White square»

962 sq. m

5, Lesnaya str.

Sublease

Strategy Partners

Mansion

600 sq. m

4, Schipok str.

Lease

* - hereinafter the rental rates are indicated exclusive of VAT and OPEX
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RETAIL MARKET
Map 3.1. Professional retail centers delivery in regional cities

Source: Blackwood research and data from open sources

The most striking events of the retail market in July concerned demand. Thus, Nordsee fish restaurants
chain forthcoming delivery in the Russian market was announced: the first property will appear in Moscow before
the end of 2010. Chain restaurants, working according to the self-service principle, will be opened in the large
retail centers, average area will amount to 250 sq. m., average bill – 500 rubles. Concerning the fact that there
are no competitors of the chain from the concept point of view in Russia, Nordsee restaurants success may be
forecasted, however, if the average bill is higher than announced, it may narrow potential buyers’ audience.
Russian restaurant chains also announce new projects: “Yaposha” sushi-bar chain plans to develop
restaurants of Italian and Uzbek cuisines, as well as enlarge existing chain by 15 properties during two years.
From the supply point of view, the most important event was the opening of “June” retail center in
Cherepovets. The property became the third one in REC chain, implemented by GC “Regions” and the first
professional retail center of Cherepovets. The overall area of REC amounted to 46,000 sq.m., anchor tenants
are “Lenta” hypermarket, “Mori cinema” movie theater, as well as “M.Video” household goods and electronics
store. The suspense of construction of “June” retail center projects-competitors – “Planet” and “360” – in the
crisis period, as well as strong composition of anchor tenants make it possible to expect the projects’ popularity.
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RETAIL MARKET
Map 3.2. Rental rates for retail space by administrative districts of Moscow

Source: Blackwood research and data from open sources

There were no essential changes in the street retail segment in July: rental rates and vacant premises level
remain at the level of Q2 2010. The less liquid premises are still vacant in the market, and the level of rental
rates for them retains the lower border of supply rate range at rather low level, at the same time the level of rates
in the upper part of range raised considerably at the expense of demand recovery on the part of retail operators.
It is highly probable that the raise suspense of rental rates was caused by summer recession of business
activity, that is why the resumption of progressive raise of rates and the subsequent decrease of vacant
premises level may be expected already in autumn 2010 not only in the most prestigious and popular retail
corridors, but in other streets, traditionally referred to the street retail segment.
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Map 4.1. Moscow. Hotel market structure

Source: Blackwood research and data from open sources

In July it was reported about the plans of development of two hotel chains in the Russian market. Thus, OAO
“Hotel company” announced the project of economy-class hotel chain “VashOtel” in Moscow on the base of 11
existing hotels of medium and low segment, which are on the balance of the company. The project is designed
to occupy still vacant niche of good quality inexpensive hotels in the Moscow market.
Another significant announced project is the decision of “Abrau-Durso” sparkling wine producer together with
Cronwell Hotels&Resorts hotel operator to develop boutique-hotels chain with wine SPA-centers in Russia. The
first project is the hotel for 40 rooms in Abrau-Durso, the opening is planned for October 2010. Other projects of
the chain are planned to be opened on the Black Sea coast, in Tula and Moscow Region, as well as in Greece.
According to the project initiators’ statements, accommodation price will amount to 2,000 rub. per room per day,
however, it may be expected in all likelihood that hotels will be positioned in a higher price segment, taking into
account necessary level of investments.
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Map 4.2. New projects of international hotel operators in regional cities

Source: Blackwood research and data from open sources

In July it was reported about a number of projects of international hotel operators in regional cities of Russia,
which is the continuation of the trend, clearly shown up in the crisis period: large cities, which are characterized
by stable demand on the part of business tourists and low competition in the segment of 3-4* business-class
hotels, are now not less attractive for international hotel operators than Moscow.
Thus, by 2012 “Aviacor” company plans to build Hilton Garden Inn hotel (3-4*, 175 rooms) in Ulyanovsk.
Then, by 2013 Afken REIT and Kasa Construction consortium of Turkish companies plans to implement the
hotel complex, which will include Ibis (3*, 110 rooms) and Novotel (4*, 90 rooms) hotels under Accor Group
operation. These properties will be the first in their segments that is why today, taking into account the absence
of projects-competitors, their potential success may be forecasted.
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Map 5.1. Moscow Region. Cottage settlements. Market volume and structure

Source: Blackwood research and data from open sources

In July 2010, the main trends of the countryside market, which were formed lately, remained relevant.
Abnormal hot weather, settled in Moscow region did not frighten developers: the market remained rather active.
In July, it was reported about sales in 9 new settlements, moreover, for the first time in last months, the share of
the newly delivered settlements, where land plots without building contracts are offered for sale, amounted to a
little bit less than a half.
Besides, in July “Absolute Management” MC reported about conclusion of investment deal on land plot sale,
which was acquired by “Podmoskovie development” company for the cottage settlement construction. It is
planed to implement the “Medvedevo” countryside settlement project on the land plot measuring 30 ha, located
in 33 km from MKAD along the Kaluzhskoe highway, where land plots measuring 10 sotkas will be offered for
sale, both with building contract and without it. The beginning of sales is planned for August of the current year.
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Map 5.2. Moscow Region. Delivered countryside projects

Source: Blackwood research and data from open sources

In July “ALLTECH development” company delivered “Grafsky les” new business-class settlement (20 km of
Kievskoe highway, 101 households on the plots from 16 to 80 sotkas). In addition to it, in July 2010, two new
settlements appeared on the map of Istrinskaya valley – a large-scale project on development of 1,700 ha in
Istrinsky region, implemented by Vector Investments company – Lake Side and Ozerny Kray, for 35 and 134
households correspondingly, located in the immediate vicinity from the coast line. In the “Kisilevo” cottage
settlement, located at 39 km along the Novorizhskoe highway, in July 2010, the sales on the OPEN territory
began – 11 land plots with building contracts for houses made of laminated timber. In addition to it, another
settlement of economy-class “Fedchino land” was delivered in the Novaya Riga, at 77 km, on the Ozerna river
bank, where 55 land plots with the area from 8 sotkas with building contracts for houses measuring 100-250 sq.
m. are offered for sale.
Two settlements with land plots without building contracts on the Moscow-river bank were delivered in the
Novoryazanskoe direction – “Moscow-river” (50 km, 676 land plots measuring 10-50 sotkas) and “Usadbi u vodi”
(“Manors near water”) (45 km, 11 land plots measuring 55-85 sotkas), another two settlements with land plots
without building contracts were delivered at the Yaroslavskoe and the Leningradskoe highways.
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Map 5.3. Moscow Region. Countryside settlements. Prices

Source: Blackwood research and data from open sources

As in the previous month, the average supply prices level for the countryside residential properties remained
rather stable. At the same time the trend of prices raise for properties, which are close to completion, becomes
more perceptible, and in all likelihood, it will grow closer to autumn. Thus, in July several developers announced
the planned price raise in settlements: thus, CONTI group of companies announced price increase for
lanehouses in Ilyinka settlement by 7 % from August 1; by the end of August, special summer conditions for
apartment and townhouses purchase in the “12 months Ekolife” settlement will be over. At the same time special
“summer” actions and discounts are still valid in many settlements: thus, there is a special offer in the “Honka
No.1” settlement till September 30, 2010, which implies 14-23% discount for a house; “UNIPARX Service”
company offered the buyers of a land plot with building contract in the “Velegozh” settlement in July framed
swimming pool, sauna and shed for a car as a present in addition to the main furnishing of the house, besides,
the company organizes free boat voyages along the Oka for all potential buyers of the houses in the cottage
settlements “Near Oka”, “Velegozh-Park”, “Limberova Gora” and “Privolie” during the whole summer season.
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